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Modern Meets Traditional 
Tom's Urban Kitchen + Brewery tailored its restaurant to meet the unique needs
of travelers at the Denver International Airport. The result? Guests are treated
to great food, drink and service in a high-energy location. With so many
dimensions, it is hard not to enjoy the craft beers and flexible dining options.
Read about some of the innovations that make it all happen.
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Testa Barra: Where Family Is a Passion
The Baldwin Group recently launched its new restaurant Testa Berra, which
provides a city-social vibe and gathering point in suburban settings. Its concept
boasts unique dining experiences to serve a wide-ranging of clientele. Take a tour of
the Clinton Township, Michigan, location.

JGA Upcoming Events

Ken Nisch will present, "Digital to Physical: The impact of social selling, remote
inventory and customization...Is it still at store?" 
in-store asia 
March 14-15 
Mumbai, India

In the News

Sleep Number Innovates to Stay Ahead of its Competitors 
NRF's Magazine Stores  
Retail: The Experience They Crave, The Data You Need 
Consumer Technology Association 
Naturalizer to Open Flagship Stores in New York City and Chicago 
in Spring 2019 
Business Wire 
NRF Meet Focuses on Disruptive Power of Technology 
retail4growth
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Food is maybe the only universal thing that really has the power 
to bring everyone together. 

--Guy Fieri, Chef and restaurateur

Retail Focus: Guest Column 
 

Jamie Dworkin of Threadstone Advisors explains
that it takes time and planning to find a quality
private equity firm. A well-run process should
include time to meet with your advisor, test the
market, and determine a structure. The most
successful transaction results from proper
engagement and full disclosure, so it is worth
your time to find a trusted advisor. Learn more
about what a successful relationship looks like.
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